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The recently developed angular-dependent potential for pure iron was advanced to the interatomic potential of
the Fe-Cr-H ternary system. The new potential allows to simulate Fe-Cr alloys for a wide range of compositions
and different concentrations of hydrogen. The angular-dependent format of the model and the development
procedure based on the machine learning approach allow to achieve a favorable balance between the computation
cost and the reliability of the created parametrization. As part of potential validation, we performed a large
number of tests of both the binary metallic alloys and hydrogen interactions. The applicability of the potential is
demonstrated by large-scale simulations of hydrogen diffusion in the vicinity of crystal defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fe-Cr alloy is a basis for one of the most important struc-
tural materials—stainless steel. The resistance to corrosion
and low maintenance make stainless steel suitable for vari-
ous industrial applications where both the strength and the
resistance to environmental degradation are required. An in-
creased use of stainless steels is also expected in the growing
hydrogen industry, where specific requirements are imposed
on the materials for hydrogen storage and transport. One of
the most critical issues in H-related applications is the resis-
tance against hydrogen embrittlement (HE) [1,2]. However,
absence of full understanding of HE mechanisms in complex
multicomponent alloys hinders their broader application due
to safety concerns. Currently, data on the relation between
composition, temperature, strain conditions, and HE propen-
sity are obtained mostly empirically and require extensive
experimental testing and validation.

In this work, we developed an angular-dependent inter-
atomic potential (ADP) for the ternary Fe-Cr-H system that
enables to carry out large-scale atomistic simulations of
HE-related phenomena for a broad range of Fe-Cr alloys. The
model is based on our recent ADP parametrization for pure
iron [3] which was shown to give a good overall description of
both structures and energetics of various crystal defects. The
new ternary model was developed using the same procedure
that utilizes a large database of reference quantum-mechanical
data and a machine learning (ML) fitting approach. The com-
bination of ML interpolation and physics-based functional
forms of ADP provides an optimal balance between the com-
putation cost and the reliability of the model.

The paper is organized as follows: Existing interatomic
potentials for the binary Fe-Cr and Fe-H systems are re-
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viewed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the construction of the ADP
parametrization for the ternary Fe-Cr-H system is described
in detail. Sections IV and V present an extensive validation
of the developed model for both the elemental and binary
systems. In Sec. VI, we apply the model to evaluate various
diffusion phenomena using large-scale atomistic simulations.
Section VII provides a summary and conclusions.

II. INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS FOR THE FE-CR AND
FE-H SYSTEMS

To our knowledge, there exist classical interatomic poten-
tials for the binary Fe-Cr and Fe-H systems, but no interatomic
potential for the ternary Fe-Cr-H system is available. A com-
prehensive overview of various Fe potentials may be found in
our recent study [3]. Here we briefly review only the binary
potentials.

A. Fe-Cr potentials

There are many classical interatomic potentials aimed at
the simulation of stainless steel [4–10]. These models describe
atomic interaction in the Fe-Cr system based on either the
embedded atom method (EAM) [11] or the modified em-
bedded atom method (MEAM) [12]. Commonly, the models
incorporate already existing parametrizations for pure ele-
ments and complement them with the parametrization of the
Fe-Cr interaction only. The main focus is usually given to
the anomalous dependence of the mixing enthalpy on Cr
concentration [13–15] and to point defect properties. A va-
riety of validation tests of these models covering fundamental
material properties can be found in the NIST Repository of
Interatomic Potentials [16,17] and the OpenKIM Knowledge-
base of Interatomic Models [18,19]. It is important to note
that several of the above mentioned models [5–7] employ the
popular EAM potentials for Fe developed by Mendelev et al.
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[20,21]. Thus these binary models inherit all advantages as
well as disadvantages of these Fe parametrizations (details are
discussed in our recent study [3]).

B. Fe-H potentials

To date, several interatomic potentials have been developed
to simulate the binary Fe-H system [22–25]. Similarly to
many potentials for the Fe-Cr system, the Fe part for most
of the Fe-H models is based on one of Mendelev’s EAM
parametrizations [20,21] complemented by Fe-H and H-H
parts. It was found that some of these potentials exhibit a
nonphysical clustering of interstitial H atoms dissolved in bcc
Fe matrix (see discussion in Supplementary Information of
Ref. [24]), which arises due to inadequate description of the
H-H interaction [23]. Song and Curtin [24] attempted to cor-
rect for this problem by introducing an additional screening
function, but this artefact remains if H concentration exceeds
2 at.% (see discussion in Sec. VI E).

III. ADP PARAMETRIZATION FOR THE TERNARY
FE-CR-H SYSTEM

During the development of a new ADP potential for the
Fe-Cr-H ternary system, we followed the same methodology
used for pure iron [3]. The ADP formulation and the Fe
parametrization have been presented in detail in our recent
publication [3], so here we only briefly present the basic
features relevant for the ternary potential construction. This
class of potentials has been proposed by Mishin et al. [26] as
an extension of the widely used EAM formalism. In the ADP
model, the total potential energy U for a multicomponent
system is given as a sum of five contributions:

U =
∑
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where the individual terms are expressed as follows:
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The indices i and j enumerate atoms while the indices α

and β denote the element types. The superscripts k, l = 1, 2, 3
refer to the Cartesian components of vectors and tensors. The
ϕαβ (ri j ) term in Eq. (1) represents pair interactions between
atoms. The summation is performed over all neighbors j of the
atom i (within the cutoff distance rcut, which we set to 6.2 Å).
The term Fα (ρ i ) is the embedding energy which is a function
of the total electron density ρ. These two terms are similar
to those introduced within the classical EAM model. The
additional terms μ, λ and ν introduce noncentral interactions
through the dipole vectors and quadruple tensors. Due to this
functional improvement, ADP models may reach greater ac-
curacy in the description of noncubic structures in comparison
with the original EAM formulation. In terms of computational

FIG. 1. A comparison of the energy (E ) and forces (F ) computed
with the ADP with respect to the reference DFT data for the same
configurations: (a) energy per atom averaged over all atoms in the
configuration and (b) force per atom.

efficiency, the ADP format is only slightly slower than the
EAM format.

The potential functions included in Eq. (1) were de-
termined using the force-matching method [27], which we
successfully applied in our previous works [3,28–31]. This
method gives a way to construct physically justified inter-
atomic potentials based on the ab initio results, without
including experimental data in the fitting. The idea is to adjust
the interatomic potential functions to optimally reproduce per
atom forces (together with total energies and stresses) com-
puted at the ab initio level for a fine-tuned set of the reference
structures (i.e., configurations) representing the system. In this
work, the potential functions were implemented in the form of
cubic splines, whose nodes were optimized using a simulated
annealing algorithm implemented in the POTFIT code [32,33].

The reference dataset included 131 configurations repre-
senting the Fe-Cr-H system. The energy, forces and stresses
for each configuration were obtained from DFT computations
using the VASP code [34]. A detailed description of 41 con-
figurations containing only iron atoms is given in Ref. [3].
We also added the description of the reference configura-
tions to Ref. [35]. The complete dataset includes various
bulk phases (solid, liquid) and crystal defects of Fe, Cr,
Fe-Cr, Fe-H, and Fe-Cr-H systems. Each configuration con-
tains about 100–360 atoms, depending on the structure and
composition. In the VASP computations, the Brillouin zone
was sampled using the 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point
mesh. The cutoff energy of the plane-wave basis was set to
430 eV. We used spin-polarized calculations with projector
augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials included in the VASP

package and the exchange-correlation functional within the
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof.

In total, the reference DFT database included 131 energy
values, 444 stress tensor values (6 stress components per
configuration with attributed forces), and 53 280 values of
the force components. Figure 1 illustrates the quality of the
fitting in terms of representation of the reference ab initio data.
In case of a perfect matching, all points plotted in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b) would be strictly on the diagonal line representing
a perfect agreement between the DFT data and the potential
results. One can see that most points lie in a close vicinity of
the diagonal. The accuracy of the developed model estimated
with respect to the reference DFT data is about 245 meV/Å
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for the forces and 31 meV/atom for the energies. The final
potential parametrization in the LAMMPS setfl format can be
downloaded from the NIST repository [16,17]. All ADP cal-
culations in this work were performed using the LAMMPS
Molecular Dynamics Simulator [36].

The developed potential is aimed to the description of the
material in ground magnetic state. In previous paper [3], we
discussed in detail the limitation of such approach at the mod-
eling of Fe-based systems. To take into account the magnetic
excitation at high temperature, an atomistic model should be
combined with spin dynamics approach [37–39].

IV. VALIDATION FOR THE Fe-Cr SYSTEM

In this section, we present a basic validation of the ADP
parametrizations for the two elemental metals and their binary
system. In the case of pure iron, a comprehensive validation
of the ADP potential has already been provided in our original
work [3], so only the fundamental properties are repeated here
to enable consistent comparisons.

A. Properties of pure iron

In addition to our original validation [3], we use this oppor-
tunity to compare the Fe ADP model to two other potentials,
namely, a recent artificial neural network (ANN) potential de-
veloped by Mori et al. [40] and an older EAM potential from
Ref. [21]. This EAM parametrization is relevant here, since
it was employed in binary potentials for the Fe-Cr system [7]
and the Fe-H system [24,25].

Table I contains a summary of basic properties for the
body-centred cubic (bcc) phase of Fe (α-Fe). Simulation de-
tails for these tests are described in Ref. [3]. It is evident from
the table that ANN and ADP models predict the formation
and migration energies of simple point defects, i.e., a mono-
vacancy and a self-interstitial (SIA), with the same accuracy.
On the other hand, the binding energies of divacancy and
di-SIA (denoted as Eb

divac and Eb
disia) are significantly overesti-

mated by the ANN potential in comparison with DFT results
[48]. Apparently, this inaccuracy of the ANN potential results
from incompleteness of the training set used for the model
development.

In Fig. 2, we compare the energy-volume curves for four
competing phases computed by different atomistic models.
DFT data are taken from Refs. [49,50]. According to the
DFT calculations, the ferromagnetic (FM) state is the most
stable magnetic ordering for bcc, A15, and C15 structures.
However, for the fcc phase the preferable magnetic order-
ing depends on volume and changes from the FM state to
the antiferromagnetic double-layer (AFMD) state and further
to the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and eventually nonmagnetic
(NM) state with decreasing volume. Even though the classical
models are incapable of distinguishing between the magnetic
phases, two basic features of the E -V curves are desired in
a classical simulation: (1) an intersection of the bcc and fcc
curves under compression, and (2) no intersection of the bcc
curve with any other curves under expansion (at least for 12 <

V < 14 Å3/atom). These features are reproduced by the ADP
and ANN models, while the EAM model fails to describe
correctly the bcc-fcc energy ordering under both compression

TABLE I. The tested properties of α-Fe: lattice parameter at zero
temperature a0 in angstrom; cohesive energy Ecoh in eV/atom; elastic
constants Ci j in GPa; linear thermal expansion αL in 10−5 K−1; the
formation/migration energies of vacancy and SIA in eV; and binding
energies of divacancy and di-SIA in eV. The last line contains a
computational time tc (in 10−6 s/step/atom) for a MD simulation.

Expt. DFT EAM ANN ADP

a0 2.855a 2.834b 2.855 2.836 2.830
Ecoh 4.28c — 4.013 6.58 4.376
C11 240d 297b 243 276 255
C12 136d 151b 145 175 116
C44 121d 105b 116 110 113
αL 1.35e — 0.91 1.1 1.37
E f

vac — 2.19f 1.72 2.2 2.04
Em

vac — 0.70g 0.62 0.85 0.79
E f

sia — 4.32f 3.51 4.36 4.22
Em

sia 0.30 ± 0.02h 0.34f 0.29 0.19 0.17
Eb

divac — 0.24i 0.23 0.63 0.19
Eb

disia — 0.90i 0.84 1.45 0.98
tc — — 2 2926 9

aReference [41].
bReference [42].
cReference [43].
dReference [44].
eReference [45].
fReference [46].
gReference [3].
hReference [47].
iReference [48].

and expansion. On the other hand, ANN predicts incorrectly
the behavior of A15 and C15 phases. Comparing the results,
we can conclude that among the studied models only ADP
predicts the E -V curves of the tested structures with a good
accuracy and its overall transferability is also superior.

FIG. 2. Energy-volume curves for different Fe phases (bcc, fcc,
A15, and C15) described by different atomistic models. DFT data are
taken from Refs. [49,50].
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TABLE II. The basic properties of bcc Cr simulated with the
tested potentials, the units are the same as in Table I. In addition, the
melting temperature Tm is given in Kelvin and the surface energies γs

are given in J/m2.

Expt. DFT EAM ADP

a0 2.878 2.862a 2.878 2.835
Ecoh 4.10 — 3.84 4.09
C11 394b 448a 411 462
C12 89b 62a 106 85
C44 104b 102a 105 112
αL 0.85c — 1.1 0.91
E f

vac — 3.00a 2.96d 2.56 2.48
Em

vac — 1.1d 1.0 1.1
E f

sia — 6.52a 5.53 5.31
Tm 2140±10e — 2610 2210
γ 100

s — 3.98f 3.25g 2.61 3.59
γ 110

s — 3.51f 2.23 3.54
γ 111

s — 4.12f 2.71 3.79

aReference [54].
bReference [58].
cReference [59].
dReference [55].
eReference [60].
fReference [56].
gReference [57].

Another advantage of the ADP model is its low compu-
tational cost in comparison with the machine learning (ML)
interatomic potentials such as ANN or GAP [40,48,51]. The
estimated computational times for each model in Table I show
that ADP is only 3–4 times slower than EAM while ANN
and GAP are several orders of magnitude more expensive.
Hence, ADP is suitable for large-scale molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of complex phenomena that require a robust
and reliable model.

B. Properties of pure chromium

To date, several classical potentials have been reported
for atomistic simulations of chromium-containing alloys
[13,52,53]. We validated our ADP parametrization for pure
chromium against available DFT data, but we also took into
consideration predictions of the EAM potential developed by
Olsson et al. [13] since this model is employed by several
Fe-Cr potentials [7,13]. A summary of the basic properties for
bcc Cr from both theoretical calculations and experiments is
provided in Table II. The comparison of the ADP and EAM re-
sults with the DFT [54–57] and the experimental data [58–60]
reveals approximately the same level of accuracy for both
potentials. The only exceptions are the melting temperature
Tm and the surface energies γs predicted by the EAM potential
that are noticeably different from the available DFT and the
experimental data.

Calculations of the energy-volume dependencies provide
a quick and convenient information about possible structural
transformations. Such dependencies, obtained for three differ-
ent structures (bcc, fcc, and A15), are shown in Fig. 3 together
with DFT [61] and tight binding (TB) results [62]. It is inter-
esting to note that for the fcc phase the TB calculation predicts

FIG. 3. Energy-volume curves for different Cr phases obtained
with different models. The upper panel shows results of DFT [61]
and TB [62] calculations for NM and AFM bcc phases. The two
lower panels show simulation results for EAM and ADP models,
where the bcc phase is shown with the black solid line, fcc with blue
dashed line, and A15 with red dash-dotted line.

a transition from NM to AFM. Such transformation leads to
the occurrence of two local minima on the fcc E -V curve.
We see that ADP qualitatively reproduces such a peculiarity
and generally describes the energies with a good accuracy. On
the other hand, the EAM parametrization for Cr can barely
distinguish between the three phases. Moreover, the curves
representing different phases intersect near the equilibrium
volume, which may lead to nonphysical phase transformations
at slight lattice expansion at finite temperature MD simula-
tions or in the vicinity of crystal defects. A similar problem
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FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion spectra for bcc Cr calculated with two
interatomic potentials. The experimental data [64] are depicted by
black dots.

was reported for some of the Fe potentials, see Ref. [3] for
details.

To assess the stability of both potentials for MD simula-
tions, we computed phonon dispersion spectra by means of the
small displacement method as implemented in the PHONOPY

software package [63]. Figure 4 shows phonon band structures
along high-symmetry directions in the bcc Brillouin zone.
Based on the comparison with the experimental data [64], we
can conclude that both potentials describe atomic vibrations
in bcc Cr well.

The validation confirms that the ADP parametrization pro-
vides an adequate description for a number properties of pure
Cr. Overall, the predictive ability of the developed potential is
similar to that of other classical Cr potentials with a similar
degree of complexity in the description of interatomic inter-
actions [52,53].

C. Properties of Fe-Cr alloys

To validate the description of the binary Fe-Cr interac-
tions, we evaluated the mixing enthalpies and the vacancy
migration barriers for a number of Fe-Cr alloys with varying
compositions. The validation studies were carried out using
our ADP model as well as the EAM potential developed by
Eich et al. [7].

Figure 5(a) illustrates the dependencies of the mixing en-
thalpy Hmix on the Cr concentration in the random alloy. The
difference in magnetic properties of iron and chromium atoms
leads to the anomalous dependency of Hmix on Cr content.
At low Cr concentrations, Hmix is negative due to the AFM
magnetic ordering of Cr atoms that is energetically favorable
with respect to the FM state of Fe matrix. However, with
increasing Cr concentration this ordering competes with the
preferred AFM ordering between neighboring Cr atoms, lead-
ing to magnetically frustrated configurations. This results in
positive mixing enthalpies for alloys containing more than
7-10 atomic percent of Cr [14,15,65,67,68]. The phase di-
agram of Fe-Cr alloy also confirms such peculiarity of the
concentration dependence of the mixing enthalpy: modeling
[68,69] and measurements [70–72] indicate that the limit of
Cr solubility in Fe-rich region at low temperature is about
5-8 atomic percent. To test the reproduction of this feature by
the classical potentials, we calculated Hmix for Fe-Cr alloys.
The simulated system contained 3456 atoms with random
distribution of the alloying elements. Even though the clas-
sical potentials do not contain any explicit description of the

FIG. 5. Variations of the mixing enthalpy (a) and the equilibrium
lattice parameter (b) on the Cr content in random Fe-Cr alloys.
The DFT data (black lines) are taken from Refs. [15,65] and the
experimental data (green dash-dot-dot line) from Ref. [66].

magnetic interactions, both of them correctly reproduce the
unusual composition dependency of Hmix.

Changes of the equilibrium lattice parameter as a function
of composition are shown in Fig. 5(b). Here we notice that
according to the experimental data [66] and DFT modeling
[65,68] the lattice parameter exhibits a local peak at small Cr
concentrations (less than 15 at.%) regardless of the quantita-
tive difference between the absolute values. This phenomenon
has been discussed in several works [67,68]. According our
tests, the both tested potentials do not reproduce this feature.
Nevertheless, the prediction given by ADP agrees rather well
with DFT [65] at Cr concentration more than 20 percents. On
the other side, the EAM potential shows qualitatively different
behavior which differs from both the experimental and DFT
results.

It is important to stress that Fe-Cr alloy has no stable
intermetallic compounds at low temperature. Hence, the re-
liable interatomic potential should predict a positive sign of
formation enthalpy for any intermetallic structure. To verify
this property, we calculated the formation enthalpies and the
equilibrium volumes for 14 intermetallic compounds. As the
reference data, we used the DFT calculations from OQMD
database [73,74]. Figure 6 shows the predictions made with
the tested potentials (Hpot and Vpot) in comparison with the
reference DFT values. Results obtained with the potentials
are consistent with the reference data, a positive sign of the
enthalpies are predicted for all simulated compounds.

The magnitude of vacancy migration barrier depends on
the type of migrating atom and the local chemical envi-
ronment around the vacancy. As an important part of the
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FIG. 6. The formation enthalpies and the equilibrium volumes for 14 intermetallic compounds: the comparison of the interatomic potentials
predictions with the reference DFT values from OQMD database.

validation closely related to diffusion, we calculated the mi-
gration barrier for a Cr atom moving to a vacancy with
different local atomic environments. These calculations were
carried out in the spirit of the DFT modeling performed by
Costa et al. [75]. The migration barriers were calculated using
the Nudged elastic band (NEB) method [76]. Table III con-
tains the energy barriers Em

Cr characterizing the vacancy-Cr
exchange, and the energy differences 	E between the final
and initial states (i.e., the structures after and before the mi-
gration took place). The simulations were performed for three
different cases. The first one is a vacancy-Cr exchange in pure
bcc iron (i.e., only a single Cr atom exists in the system).
The second and the third cases represent migrations of Cr
atom taking place in the vicinity of an additional Cr atom.
The considered A and B1 environments were taken from the
original DFT study by Costa et al. [75]. The simulations
performed with the classical potentials revealed that Em

Cr and
	E values depend only slightly on the chemical environment,
in contrast to the DFT results. Also, the both tested potentials
do not reproduce a tendency to strong space separation of Cr
atoms that was obtained by DFT (based on the negative values
of 	E ). This discrepancy is likely due to magnetic effects
which are not included in the classical models. Nevertheless,

TABLE III. An exchange barrier between a vacancy and Cr atom.
The DFT data are taken from Ref. [75].

DFT EAM ADP

Em
Cr for single Cr 0.57 0.55 0.35

Em
Cr for A environment 0.22 0.62 0.41

Em
Cr for B1 environment 0.31 0.61 0.39

	E for A environment −0.31 −0.09 0.03
	E for B1 environment −0.27 0.02 0.04

both potentials correctly reproduce the basic feature of the
migration: Em

Cr is lower than the migration barrier of a vacancy
in pure iron (see Table I for comparison).

V. HYDROGEN IN Fe AND Cr

In this section, we apply the developed potential to evaluate
how hydrogen interacts with different crystal defects. Here
we report results for a monovacancy, screw dislocation, grain
boundaries, and surfaces. Most of the simulations were done
for the Fe-H system, but several key cases were also per-
formed for the Cr-H system. In addition, we examined the
collective interaction of hydrogen atoms in bcc Fe matrix,
which is related to the possibility of iron hydride formation.

We compare our results with those obtained by the EAM
model of Song and Curtin [24]. One should keep in mind that
this EAM parametrization is a modified version of the poten-
tial developed previously by Ramasubramaniam et al. [23].
The modification essentially introduced an additional screen-
ing function that reduces an excessive nonphysical attraction
between H atoms [24]. It should also be noted that there
exist several variations both for the original EAM potential
[23] and the screening modification [24]. For the calculations
performed in this work, we chose to use the original EAM
parametrization denoted as “potential B” (aimed mostly at de-
scription of bulk properties of the Fe-H system) together with
the screening function parameters denoted as “set A.” The
choice was governed by the comments made in Refs. [23,24].

A. Hydrogen interstitial in perfect crystal

It is known that the bcc lattice has two possible occupa-
tion sites for H interstitial: tetrahedral (T) and octahedral (O)
[77,78]. According to DFT calculations [23,79,80], the T site
should be most favourable for the H interstitial in α-Fe at
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FIG. 7. Migration barriers for a single H atom in bcc Fe (upper
panels) and bcc Cr (lower panels). The simulation results obtained
with the classical potentials are compared with the available DFT
data [79,81,82].

low H concentrations. In our tests, both potentials correctly
reproduce this feature. In addition, the ADP model predicts
the T site in bcc Cr to be the most stable position of H atom,
in agreement with the recent DFT results [81].

H atom can migrate from the given T site either directly
to the nearest T site (T-T path along the 〈110〉 direction)
or pass through the intermediate O-site (T-O-T path along
the 〈100〉 direction). We calculated the migration barriers
for both paths using NEB. The simulated structure contained
250 metal atoms and a single H interstitial. In all considered
cases, the cell parameters corresponded to zero pressure. The
obtained migration barriers are shown in Fig. 7 together with
available DFT data [79,81,82].

For H in α-Fe, the migration barriers predicted by ADP
agree rather well with the values obtained from the DFT
[79,82]. Namely, the T-T and T-O-T migration paths have the
energy barriers of about 0.10 and 0.15 eV, respectively. In con-
trast, the height of the barrier predicted by the EAM potential
is almost identical for both migration paths and amounts to
only about 0.05 eV. It is worth mentioning that this low value
of Em is due to fitting of the potentials to the zero-point-energy
(ZPE) corrected migration barrier [23]. Such ZPE-corrected
value correlates better with the measured energy of H migra-
tion in α-Fe [83–85]. Our ADP parametrization was fitted to
the DFT data without considering the ZPE corrections since
its inclusion would disrupt the consistency between energy
and forces in the force-matching procedure. In addition, we
believe that a proper way to take into account quantum effects
necessitates more involved theoretical approaches instead of
changing the potential [80,86,87].

The migration barriers for H interstitial in a bcc Cr matrix
are described only qualitatively, where the energies for both
barriers are underestimated by ADP. Nevertheless, the devel-
oped potential correctly reproduces the predicted difference in

H migration for the two metals, namely, Em for the T-T path
in Cr is higher than in Fe.

A more general case of H migration under applied stress
was also considered in our simulations. Here we present our
results showing the influence of different tensile and compres-
sive strains on the magnitude of Em for the T-T path in Fe.
Figure 8 shows the obtained dependencies for both potentials
together with our DFT results. All calculations were carried
out for computational cells containing identical number of
atoms. We performed two types of straining: (i) hydrostatic,
where the strain was applied on the system equally in all direc-
tions, and (ii) uniaxial, with the strain applied either parallel
or perpendicular to the plane containing the migration path.
According to the DFT computations, the hydrostatic strain-
ing has nearly no effect on the migration barrier. Contrary
to this result, the EAM potential predicts a lowering of Em

under compression (negative strain) whereas ADP predicts a
slight increase in Em at the same conditions. In the case of
uniaxial strain, DFT and classical models predict mostly the
same changes in Em with the applied strain for both tested
deformation directions. By comparing the predictions of both
potentials, we can conclude that ADP reproduces the DFT
simulation results with better accuracy than EAM.

B. Interaction of H with vacancy

A correct description of H behavior in the vicinity of
a vacancy presents another important test. The H binding
with the monovacancy has been investigated extensively using
DFT [23,79,82,88–90]. All these studies consistently show
that a single vacancy in bcc Fe may accumulate up to five
H atoms with average binding energies ranging between −0.6
and −0.4 eV. These energies are consistent with experimental
measurements [91] that provided values of about −0.63 eV
for vacancies containing one to two deuterium atoms and of
about −0.45 eV for larger occupations. The negative values
correspond here to preferable binding between H (or D) and
the vacancy.

In our work, we evaluated the H segregation energy Es

using a supercell containing 250 Fe (or Cr) atoms and a single
vacancy. Different numbers of H atoms (NH = 1,...,6) were
placed in the vicinity of the vacancy, and the system was re-
laxed (only atoms positions, no volume changes were made).
The initial positions of H atoms near the vacancy were varied
to find the arrangement with the lowest energy. For each con-
sidered NH , up to twenty variations in the initial H positions
were tested. The segregation energies were calculated as

Es = E (NH ) − E (NH − 1) − EH + Eid ,

where E (NH ) and E (NH − 1) are the energies of the simulated
systems containing NH and (NH − 1) H atoms in the vacancy,
Eid is the energy of perfect bulk crystal (containing 250 metal
atoms), and EH is the energy of a crystal containing one H
atom occupying the T site (i.e., 251 atoms in total). The calcu-
lated segregation energies as function of NH for the minimum
energy configurations are plotted in Fig. 9.

The results show that our ADP parametrization for Fe can
correctly reproduce the favorable H segregation for up to five
H atoms, albeit the segregation energy for the fifth atom is too
small (about −0.01 eV). For the EAM model, the maximum
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FIG. 8. Calculated migration barrier of H atom in Fe matrix depending on the applied strain. The calculation results for three different
conditions are shown: (a) hydrostatic strain; (b) uniaxial strain applied along the plane containing migration path; and (c) uniaxial strain
applied perpendicular to the plane containing migration path.

possible number of H atoms near a vacancy is four. It is
interesting to note that the favorable H trapping is qualitatively
similar in Fe and Cr, but the magnitude of the segregation
energies in Cr is about twice as large as in Fe. For Cr, the
ADP predictions agree well with the DFT results [81].

Apart from the H segregation, Hayward and Fu [82] inves-
tigated in their DFT study also the energy barriers associated
with H migration in the vicinity of vacancy in Fe. As a part
of our validation, we calculated the same transitions using
NEB. A comparison of the obtained energy profiles is shown
in Fig. 10. Both ADP and EAM reproduce the energy barriers
with approximately the same accuracy. The only difference
between the potentials is seen for the last segment of the
pathway between the T4 and O2 interstitial sites, where EAM
predicts a double-humped energy profile as opposed to ADP
and DFT [82].

C. Interaction of H with screw dislocation in Fe

The H trapping at the 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations (S111),
which govern the low temperature plasticity in bcc Fe
[92–94], has been addressed in several theoretical and
experimental studies [95–103]. In a detailed DFT study,

FIG. 9. Calculated segregation energies for H at a mono va-
cancy in bcc Fe (left) and Cr (right) as a function of the number
of segregated H atoms. The different symbols correspond to sim-
ulation results obtained with ADP–red squares, EAM–blue circles,
DFT [82]–open black circles, DFT [79]–black triangles, and DFT
[81]–black diamonds.

Itakura et al. [101] identified a number of strong and weak
binding sites near the S111 core. They used a simulation cell
with the thickness of three Burgers vectors (marked as 3b in
the following) to minimize the interactions between H atoms
along the dislocation line, and employed the Green’s function
boundary conditions [104] to investigate a single dislocation
in an effectively infinite crystal. To complement this informa-
tion, we conducted additional DFT calculations using periodic
supercells with the thickness of one Burgers vector (marked as
1b in the following) that are commonly used in DFT studies
of screw dislocations in bcc metals [105]. Our goal was to
examine the influence of boundary conditions and supercell
thickness on the H interaction.

A comparison of the DFT segregation energies (marked
by black symbols) for different H sites is shown in Fig. 11.
For a detailed description of the H sites (E1,...,E9), the reader
is referred to the original publication [101]. Interestingly,
we found that the effect of supercell thickness and geome-
try is very small, not exceeding 0.02 eV. The DFT results

FIG. 10. The energy barriers associated with H migration in the
vicinity of vacancy in bcc Fe computed using ADP, EAM, and DFT
[82] approaches.
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FIG. 11. A comparison of segregation energies for various trap sites around the S111 dislocation in Fe (upper graphs). The light shaded
and solid bars correspond to the 1b and 3b cells, respectively. The DFT results are marked by the black circles (1b periodic cell, this work) and
black squares (3b nonperiodic cell, Ref. [101]). The lower panels illustrate DD maps (screw component) for several core configurations; the
pink triangles mark the position of the core center without segregated H.

consistently show that H prefers the sites next to the disloca-
tion core (E1 and E3) more than the sites in the dislocation
center (E0). The differential displacement (DD) plots in
Fig. 11 reveal that according to DFT the compact core struc-
ture of the screw dislocation remains mostly unaffected by H.

Equivalent calculations were carried out using the ADP
and EAM potentials and the calculated segregation energies
are depicted as bars (light shaded bars correspond to the 1b
cells and solid bars to the 3b cells) in Fig. 11. Both potentials
show larger differences between the 1b and 3b cells than DFT,
especially for the central E0 site and the more distant weak
binding sites. The most significant size effect is observed
for the E7 site for ADP and for the E0 and E5 sites for
EAM. These large differences can be explained based on the
DD maps in Fig. 11. The DD maps from the 1b supercells
show in most cases much larger distortions of the cores for
ADP and EAM than for DFT. A clear connection between
the core structure distortions and the segregation energy is
demonstrated for the E7 segregation site in both 1b and 3b

supercells (only ADP and EAM are shown). Cores from the
1b cells optimized with both ADP and EAM exhibit signif-
icant screw components in the adjacent triangles away from
the dislocation center towards the H segregation site. This
suggests strong H interactions that give rise to large negative
segregation energies. Such a strong core extension does not
occur in the 3b cell for ADP whereas it remains for EAM.
This difference is reflected by the segregation energies where
the EAM values for the 1b and 3b cells are almost the same
while for ADP the segregation energy for the 3b cell drops
to zero.

The data in Fig. 11 show that the ADP segregation energies
for the 3b cells agree very well with the DFT results. Hence,
the ADP parametrization can be applied with good confidence
in simulations of the interaction between the S111 dislocation
and H at low H concentrations. For high H concentration, both
potentials show deficiencies in the predicted segregation en-
ergies as well as core structures. The marked core distortions
are probably related to the underestimation of the S111 Peierls
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FIG. 12. A comparison of H segregation energies for (a) tilt GBs and (b) free surfaces. In addition to the simulation results with the
classical potentials (ADP and EAM), the segregation energies obtained with DFT approach are shown: DFT1–Ref. [107], DFT2–Ref. [100],
DFT3–Ref. [108], DFT4–Ref. [109], and DFT5–Ref. [23].

barrier by ADP and EAM (see Ref. [3] for details). Especially
for EAM, the Peierls barrier has a pronounced double-hump
shape with a metastable split core configuration, which is a
known artefact of the employed EAM potential for Fe. The
EAM results obtained here are consistent with those reported
by Wang et al. [106]. Investigations of other dislocation types
is a subject of a forthcoming study.

D. Interaction of H with planar defects

Planar defects including internal interfaces, grain bound-
aries (GB), and free surfaces usually present favorable sites
for H accumulation. In this work, we considered H segre-
gation at several symmetric tilt GBs and related low-index
surfaces. We limit our discussion here to the most favorable
segregation sites. More detailed information about the addi-
tional segregation sites is provided in Ref. [35].

The calculated segregation energies for six GBs are shown
in Fig. 12(a) together with the available DFT data. The EAM
potential gives in most cases larger negative segregation ener-
gies than ADP, but otherwise the results of both potentials are
consistent and show a similar trend. The strongest trapping
sites are typically located within a close vicinity of the GB
plane [35]. The 
3(112) twin GB shows the weakest trap-
ping. This is consistent with the DFT study of Matsumoto
et al. [108]. For all remaining GBs, the maximum values of
segregation energies range approximately between −0.4 and
−0.3 eV for ADP, and −0.7 and −0.5 eV for EAM. The
ADP predictions agree well with the available DFT results
with the exception of the value −0.81 eV for the 
5(210)
GB reported by Mirzaev et al. [107]. This discrepancy can
be likely attributed to a high-energy metastable GB struc-
ture considered in this work. We observed that the presence
of H can lead in some cases to local changes in the GB
structures [35].

The calculated H segregation energies for free surfaces
(FS) are plotted Fig. 12(b). In this work, we considered five
different FS orientations. The figure illustrates probably the
main disadvantage of the developed ADP, which is a sys-
tematic underestimation of the surface segregation energies.
According to the DFT results [23,100,107], the magnitude of

segregation energies at FSs is about twice as large as that
at GBs. The EAM potential agree better here with the DFT
results than ADP. Such disadvantage of the ADP potential
results from the small number of the such configurations in
the training set of the potential.

E. Simulations of iron hydride

According to the DFT calculations [23,110,111], the dis-
solution energy of H atom in α-Fe from H2 gas phase is
approximately 0.3 eV/H. A positive sign of this energy
indicates a poor hydrogen solubility under ambient condi-
tions that coincides with the experimental observations [95].
Also, the DFT calculations [110,112] revealed that the for-
mation energy of some FeH hydrides is extremely small
(about 0.01 eV/H). Such energy hierarchy proves that the
formation of hydride inclusions in α-Fe may be energetically
more stable than randomly dispersed H interstitials. On the
other hand, presence of the hydride inclusions has been con-
firmed experimentally only at very high hydrogen pressures
[113–116]. Thus, the question about the kinetics governing
the formation of hydride inclusions is open. Here, we verified
the potentials in respect to the simulation of iron hydrides
properties.

As we mentioned above, the original EAM potential for the
Fe-H system [23] was corrected by Song and Curtin [24] to
prevent unphysical H-H interactions that led to formation of H
clusters in MD simulations when the bulk H concentration CH

exceeded 1 at.%. Such formation of iron hydride inclusions
has never been observed experimentally in Fe under ambient
conditions and was considered to be an artefact of the poten-
tial. In this work, we extended the calculations to considerably
larger H concentrations to examine the possible formation of
hydride phases in more detail.

Our MD simulations were carried out using a periodic
supercell of bcc Fe with dimensions 5.7 × 5.7 × 5.7 nm3.
Initially, H atoms were added randomly at interstitial sites and
the system was equilibrated to establish stress-free conditions
using the NPT ensemble and T = 300 K. Subsequently, the
evolution of the system and the positions of H atoms were
traced during several nanoseconds.
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FIG. 13. Results of MD simulations at T = 300 K examining the
tendency to form H clusters in bcc Fe matrix. The EAM (upper pan-
els) and ADP (middle panels) snapshots (only H atoms are shown)
correspond to H concentrations of 2.3 and 7.1 at.%, respectively. The
lower graph shows a relative energy of a H cluster with respect to a
random H distribution as a function of cluster size.

We found that for CH higher than 2 at.%, a sponta-
neous clustering of H atoms still takes place even with the
corrected EAM potential. Several snapshots illustrating this
process are provided in Fig. 13. Such hydrogen clusterization
may be considered as a formation of iron hydride inclusion
with the planar structure. Also, we tested another recent
EAM parametrization [25] based on the same Fe potential
[21] and observed equivalent behavior occurring at the same
conditions. In contrast to the situation described above, the
distribution of H atoms simulated by the ADP model remained
disordered even at CH = 7 at.% (cf. Fig. 13), which agrees
with the experimental observations [114,117,118] where no
iron hydride inclusions were found in bulk α-Fe up to the hy-
drogen partial pressure in 3.5 GPa (such pressure corresponds
to CH about 6–8 at.% [114,119]). This modeling revealed that
the critical nucleus sizes required to initiate the clusterization
are significantly different for the tested potentials.

To obtain a better insight into the stability of H clusters,
we simulated a series of cluster configurations in bcc Fe
matrix. In these simulations, H atoms were gradually added
to the center of the supercell with a size 3.4 × 3.4 × 3.4 nm3.

TABLE IV. Formation enthalpy (in eV/H) of the planar hydride
inclusions with respect to the H atoms dissolved in T sites of bcc Fe
matrix. The DFT data are taken from Ref. [110].

DFT EAM ADP

HC001
T −0.13 −0.06 −0.09

HC001
O −0.27 −0.24 −0.19

To find a cluster configuration with the minimal energy, a
combination of MD annealing and relaxation of the atomic
positions was applied after adding each H atom. The cluster
formation energy with respect to the random distribution of
H atoms was calculated for each case. The dependencies of
the cluster formation energy on the cluster size are shown for
the both potentials in Fig. 13. The both potentials predict
that the cluster formation energy is negative (hydrogen clus-
terization is an energy preferable process) and decreases
approximately linearly with the increasing cluster size. The
decrease is however faster for EAM than for ADP.

Recent DFT simulations [110] suggest that some planar
hydrogen clusters may be formed in α-Fe. The formation
enthalpies for two types of infinite planar clusters, one with H
atoms occupying the T sites (HC001

T ) and the other with H oc-
cupying the O sites (HC001

O ) on a (001) plane, are compared for
DFT, ADP, and EAM in Table IV. The formation enthalpies
in our simulations were computed as

Hf =
(

E (NH ) − Eid

NH

)
− (EH − Eid )

where E (NH ) is the energy of the simulated system containing
3456 Fe atoms and NH H atoms in the planar cluster, Eid is the
energy of bulk Fe crystal with the same number of Fe atoms,
and EH is the energy of a Fe crystal containing single H atom
occupying the T site (3457 atoms in total). All models predict
negative formation enthalpies indicating that the formation
of such planar hydride clusters from dissolved H atoms is
favorable. However, additional aspects related to the kinetics
governing the nucleation as well as thermodynamic stability
at finite temperatures and internal stress conditions need to be
taken into account to fully assess the clustering phenomena.

As a final part of the potentials validation, we calculated
the properties of iron hydride with double hexagonal close-
packed (dhcp) structure. This structure was observed for FeH
in several experiments [113–116]. The basic properties of
this FeH hydride are summarized in Table V. Both ADP and
EAM give a good agreement with DFT [121]. In addition,
the dependencies of the structural parameters on pressure are
shown in Fig. 14. For both considered potentials, the calcu-
lated lattice parameters (a and c) are slightly different from the

TABLE V. Properties of dhcp FeH phase at zero temperature.
DFT data are taken from Ref. [121].

DFT EAM ADP

a (Å) 2.65 2.75 2.63
c/a 3.28 3.27 3.41
B (GPa) 177 172 165
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FIG. 14. Properties of dhcp FeH under compression: open
squares–experimental data [116]; black solid line–DFT from
Ref. [120]; red dashed line–ADP; and blue dash-dot line–EAM.

measured values [116]. Nevertheless, the change in volume
with pressure obtained with the ADP model agrees well with
the measured curves [116] and DFT data [120].

VI. STUDY OF DIFFUSION PROCESSES

In the previous work [3], we applied the ADP parametriza-
tion for Fe to calculate the vacancy diffusion and self-
diffusion coefficients (Dvac and Dself ) in both bcc and fcc
iron phases. The coefficients obtained for bulk and GB self-
diffusion were found to agree well with the experimental
measurements. Here we extend the study of diffusion pro-
cesses by considering the diffusion of interstitial H atoms in
the metal matrix. The cases reported here aim to demonstrate
the applicability of the developed potential for both pure Fe
and Fe-Cr alloys.

FIG. 15. The temperature dependencies of H diffusion coeffi-
cient DH in different Fe bulk and GB structures. For α-Fe: black
hollow symbols–measured coefficients [83–85], red hollow squares–
calculated results. For γ -Fe: black solid line is the experimental
dependence for this phase [122], red crosses–results of the diffusion
simulations. Solid red triangles indicate the calculated diffusion co-
efficients for different grain boundaries in α-Fe.

Figure 15 provides an overall comparison of H diffusion
coefficients in bulk α-Fe and γ -Fe, and along several symmet-
ric tilt GBs in α-Fe. For all these calculations, the diffusion
coefficients were estimated from the mean square displace-
ment (MSD) of H atoms during MD simulations with a total
simulation time t = 15 ns. To trace the H diffusion in the bulk
phases, we placed six hydrogen atoms in a periodic simulation
cell containing 2000 atoms (α-Fe) or 4000 atoms (γ -Fe) of Fe.
The simulated systems were equilibrated at a given tempera-
ture (in the range between 300 and 1000 K) and zero pressure.
All simulations were done using the NPT ensemble with MD
timestep 	t = 0.5 fs.

The H diffusion along GBs was estimated in a similar
manner. We considered three different types of symmetric tilt
GBs, namely 
5(210), 
5(310), and 
13(510). To satisfy the
periodic boundary conditions, each simulation cell contained
two identical GBs. The dimensions of the simulation cells and
the simulation setup was the same as in our recent study of GB
self-diffusion in Fe [123].

The question about possible differences in H mobility in
bulk and along GBs has been raised in several experimental
and theoretical works [109,124–126]. Koyama et al. [124] car-
ried out in situ observations of H permeation in polycrystalline
iron specimen by means of silver decoration and detected
considerable amounts of H at GBs. However, the observed
local H concentration depends on the combination of H seg-
regation and diffusion processes taking place simultaneously,
so it does not provide a clear answer about the difference in
diffusion coefficients. As discussed above, GBs usually act as
strong trapping sites for H which contradicts with the common
expectation of the accelerated H diffusion along GBs [125].
From the MD results shown in Fig. 15, it can be seen that
H mobility in bulk α-Fe is largest from all considered cases.
A slight underestimation in comparison with the measured
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FIG. 16. The calculated diffusion coefficients of vacancy-
hydrogen clusters at different temperatures. The simulation results
are given for a single vacancy and for a vacancy containing either
one or two H atoms.

coefficients [83–85,122] is related to the absence of quantum
corrections in classical atomistic simulation [80]. In contrast,
the H diffusion in fcc γ -Fe is by far the slowest, which is
consistent with the diffusion in other related fcc metals such as
Ni [80]. The obtained diffusion coefficients for GB diffusion
lie in between the two bulk phases so that the mobility of H
interstitial is slower inside GBs than in bulk α-Fe but faster
than in bulk γ -Fe.

Another phenomenon studied in this work is the diffusion
of vacancy-hydrogen clusters. We compared the diffusion of
a single vacancy with that of a vacancy with one or two
segregated H atoms. The diffusion coefficients of such clusters
were traced by the displacement of the vacancy. Figure 16
shows the simulation results for all described cases. It is
obvious from this comparison that the presence of H atom(s)
in the vacancy significantly reduces its mobility. Interestingly,
this outcome is different from that of a recent tight binding
simulation study [127], where two H atoms were found to
enhance the vacancy diffusion. Since there is no direct experi-
mental data about diffusion of such H-vacancy clusters, this
disagreement remains open. However, several experimental
observations [128,129] rather indicate a decrease in vacancy
mobility in the presence of H.

Finally, we considered an impact of Cr content on H mo-
bility in bcc Fe-Cr solid solution. For this task, six H atoms
were placed in simulation cells of varying Fe-Cr composi-
tions containing 6750 metal atoms in total. The H mobility
was estimated from the computed MSD, similar to the cal-
culation of DH in α-Fe. The results of our MD simulations
plotted in Fig. 17 show a similar trend as that found in a
recent study [130] based on the combination of DFT and
cluster expansion (CE). Both theoretical studies predict a de-
crease in diffusion coefficient as the Cr content in the alloys
increases.

FIG. 17. The impact of Cr concentration on the H diffusion in
random Fe-Cr bcc alloy at three different temperatures (see the
legend). The open symbols mark experimental values in pure bcc Fe
[83–85] while the solid symbols indicate the DFT/CE results [130].
The dependencies calculated in this work are shown by the red lines.

VII. CONCLUSION

To create a reliable atomistic model for the description
of hydrogen behavior in Fe-Cr alloys, we developed a new
angular-dependent interatomic potential. This potential com-
bines high accuracy at the reference data reproduction and low
computational cost. Thus, the developed potential gives an op-
portunity to perform reliable large-scale atomistic simulations
of HE-related phenomena. As an example, we carried out a
comprehensive study of hydrogen diffusion in pure iron and
Fe-Cr alloys. The performed simulation for α-Fe revealed that
the interaction of hydrogen with crystal defects (vacancy, GB
or Cr alloying atoms) leads in most cases to a marked decrease
in the H mobility.
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